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Abstract
The objective of this research is to develop and estimate an economic
model of nonmarital cohabitation, marriage, and divorce that is consistent
with current data on the formation and dissolution of relationships. Jovanovic’s (1979) theoretical matching model is extended to help explain
household formation and dissolution behavior. Implications of the model
reveal what factors inßuence the decision to start a relationship, what form
this relationship will take, and the relative stability of the various types of
unions. The structural parameters of the model are estimated using longitudinal data from a sample of female high school seniors from the U.S. New
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numerical methods are developed to reduce computational costs associated
with estimation. The empirical results are mostly consistent with previous
literature but have interesting interpretations given the structural model.

1. Introduction
When Gary Becker wrote his Þrst work on the theory of marriage (Becker 1973),
the world was a much diﬀerent place. Since then, the United States has seen
increases in the age at Þrst marriage and a dramatic rise in the rate of divorce.
It is has been estimated, for example, that over half of all Þrst marriages will be
disrupted (Cherlin 1992). One of the most glaring changes since Becker’s early
work, however, has been the increase in the number of couples living together
outside of a formal marriage. Bumpass and Sweet (1989) report that, for women
born between 1940 and 1944, only 3% had ever lived in a nonmarital cohabitation
by age 25. For women born 20 years later, 37% had cohabited by that same
age. The evidence actually indicates that, despite the increases in the age of Þrst
marriage, individuals are still forming coresidential relationships at about the
same point in their lives (Bumpass, Sweet, and Cherlin 1991). Even though they
are frequently converted into marriages, nonmarital cohabiting relationships are
typically much diﬀerent from traditional marriages. They are shorter lived and,
in general, cohabiting couples exhibit diﬀerent behavior than married couples in
such things as the investment in relationship speciÞc capital (e.g. children).1 Yet,
by the same token, cohabiting relationships are diﬀerent from being single. They
represent a form of commitment between partners that may be a stepping stone
to a marriage.
In light of these large demographic changes, the overall objective of this research is to develop and estimate an economic model of nonmarital cohabitation,
marriage, and divorce that is consistent with current data on the formation and
dissolution of relationships. Since Becker’s pioneering work, research on the economics of the family has focused more on how individuals deal with their uncertain
futures, on the dynamics of behavior, and on the interrelationship between decisions.2 For example, Becker, Landes, and Michael (1977) examine the issue of
1

See Rindfuss and VandenHeuval (1990) for a comparison of cohabiting and marriage relationships.
2
Becker (1973) acknowledges the existence of nonmarital cohabitation and attempts to make
his theory suﬃciently general to include this form of relationship but does not distinguish between the two forms. In fact, for his theoretical work, “marriage” is deÞned to mean that two
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marital instability and the role of uncertainty. Building on this work, Weiss and
Willis (1997) examine the role of match quality and the evolution of information
within marital relationships. Becker (1973, 1991) has suggested an interaction
between cohabitation and marriage decisions by arguing that the potential for
marital instability can lead to “trial marriages.” The model proposed here directly follows an extensive literature in labor economics on search and decision
making in the presence of uncertainty (e.g. Jovanovic 1979, Harris and Weiss 1984,
Miller 1984). An important feature is the recognition that gathering information
about a potential partner is a key aspect of the courtship process. Information
learned during courtship inßuences not only the likelihood but also the manner in
which relationships are formed. Acquiring information about a partner does not
end with the formation of a union; it continues throughout the relationship where
new information may inßuence the subsequent stability of that relationship. This
research attempts to formalize these ideas by explicitly modeling the information
gathering process within a relationship. This research is consistent with the notion of “intensive search” discussed by Becker, Landes, and Michael (1977) and
the later work by Mortensen (1988) that applies search theory to many of these
same decisions.
The model presented in this paper is the same type as developed by Jovanovic
(1979) in which match quality is an “experience” good. In that paper, he focuses
on the interactions between a worker and a Þrm when a worker’s productivity
is not immediately known to the Þrm. One signiÞcant diﬀerence between that
model and the current one is that individuals can now choose an intermediate
type of relationship, a nonmarital cohabitation. Our model reveals what factors
inßuence the decision to start a relationship, what form this relationship will
take, and the relative stability of various types of unions. This allows us to
address, for example, how changes in the cost of divorce due to reforms in the
legal environment inßuence the stability of marriages and the manner in which
relationships are formed.
After developing the theoretical framework and exploring some of its implications, we use data from the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class
of 1972 (NLS72) to estimate the structural parameters of the model. Estimation
is accomplished by a modiÞcation of maximum simulated likelihood (MSL) and
is in the spirit of an ordered discrete choice model. An innovation developed for
this paper involves interpolation and weighting methods to signiÞcantly reduce
individuals “share the same household.” See Weiss (1997) for a recent survey of the literature
on household formation and dissolution.
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computation costs. The parameter estimates are used both to gauge the validity
of the theoretical model and to simulate a variety of policy and “comparative dynamics” experiments. The structural nature of the estimation procedure allows
for straightforward interpretation of estimation and simulation results.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we
describe the stylized facts that capture the current demographic environment.
Section 3 describes the theoretical model. Section 4 derives some of the properties
of the model, focussing on which results in this class of models are sensitive
to strong or arbitrary assumptions. Section 5 describes the data. Section 6
presents the estimation methods. Section 7 presents the structural estimates and
accompanying simulations. Section 8 concludes.

2. Stylized Facts
Prior to developing the model, we Þrst describe the transition rates in and out
of relationships the model should replicate. To do this, data from the nationally representative NLS72 is used. This data, which is described in more detail
below, followed a relatively large group of men and women from the time they
were high school seniors in 1972 until 1986. The 1986 interview included a retrospective history about the timing of cohabitation, marriage, marital disruption,
and childbearing. This history includes the starting and ending dates of up to
three relationships; cohabitations and marriages. The NLS72 is well suited for
the issues addressed in this research because the large sample is representative of
all young adults enrolled in their senior year of high school and because of the
rich, longitudinal information available. It is important to note that most of, if
not all, the following observations have been made in other papers using the same
or comparable data.3
1. Many relationships begin as a nonmarital cohabitation
In slightly under 30% of the cases in the NLS72, the Þrst time a white respondent lived with someone was outside of a formal marriage. A slightly larger
fraction of black respondents began their Þrst relationship in this manner. Entry
into cohabitation becomes more prevalent when the respondent is older.
3

Willis and Michael (1994) use the NLS72, Bumpass and Sweet (1989) use the National
Survey of Families and Households, and Lauman et al. (1994) use the National Health and
Social Life Survey.
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2. Cohabitations are shorter-lived than marriages
The duration of coresidential relationships by the type of the union is examined
in Panel A of Figure 1. This Þgure shows Kaplan-Meier survivor estimates for Þrst
marriages and Þrst cohabitations by the race of the respondent. For whites, 97%
of Þrst marriages remain by the Þrst anniversary. In contrast, only about 50% of
the cohabitations survived the Þrst year. By the third anniversary, approximately
80% of marriages and 20% of cohabitations were intact. While a similar pattern is
revealed for blacks, their Þrst marriages are less stable and their Þrst cohabitations
are more stable.
3. Many cohabitations are converted into marriages
There are three possible ways that our data on nonmarital cohabitations can
end: the relationship ends, the cohabitation is converted into a marriage, or the
observation is censored (i.e., the cohabitation was still active at the end of the
NLS72 panel). Seventy-three percent of white cohabitations and 60% of black
cohabitations end with the partners marrying. Overall, approximately 20% of
Þrst nonmarital cohabitations end with the partners separating.
4. The risk of separation declines with the duration of the relationship
Panel B of Figure 1 shows the hazard of separation from cohabitations and
marriages for white and black respondents. After a rise over the Þrst two years,
the hazard of separation declines over the remainder of the panel. Consistent with
the survivor functions presented in Panel A, black marriages appear less stable. A
similar declining risk of separation in labor market data on job turnover provided
much of the motivation for Jovanovic’s (1979) earlier study.
5. The risk of divorce in marriages preceded by a nonmarital cohabitation with
the same partner is higher than in other marriages
Evidence from the NLS72 as well as other data sources suggest that couples
who choose to live together prior to the start of a formal marriage face an increased risk of marital dissolution (Bennett, Blanc and Bloom 1988; DeMaris
and Rao 1992; Teachman and Polonko 1990). This result is somewhat counterintuitive if one believes that only the cohabiting relationships with the greatest
chance for success are converted into a formal marriage. Lillard, Brien and Waite
5

(1995) present evidence of unobserved heterogeneity in the decisions to cohabit
and divorce, and that the basic Þnding that marriages preceded by cohabitation
having greater instability is due to self-selection into cohabitation.
In addition to these basic facts, a large body of literature has examined the
many other factors that inßuence when and if a person chooses to start or end a
coresidential relationship. The empirical results presented below examine the role
of some of these factors - race, religion, education, and children - and the remainder
of this section brießy summarizes some of the key facts in this literature. A number of papers have considered the inßuence of race on family structure decisions
(see, for example, Brien 1997). As shown extensively in the literature and demonstrated in the Þgures above, blacks exhibit vastly diﬀerent behaviors than whites
with regard to living arrangements. This may be due in part to the resources
available from the partners of black women or to the opportunities available to
black women while single. Other research has considered the role of religion and
found, for example, that Catholics marry later than non-Catholics (e.g., Michael
and Tuma 1985). This eﬀect may be due to Catholic restrictions on divorce.4
Researchers have shown that a higher level of education and the associated longer
period of school enrollment lead to a delay in family formation (e.g., Brien, Lillard and Waite 1999). A possible explanation for this may be greater employment
opportunities for more highly educated women outside of a relationship. It might
also indicate that students do not have a life-style or schedule that is conducive to
marriage or that they risk losing Þnancial support from their parents if they enter
a coresidential relationship while enrolled in school (e.g., Thornton, Axinn, and
Teachman 1995). Finally, the literature on family structure has considered the
impact of children on marriage and cohabitation decisions. The evidence in this
area suggests, on the one hand, that individuals form relationships immediately
after becoming pregnant or having a child, suggesting that a child precipitates the
start of a coresidential relationship. This eﬀect, however, appears to be ßeeting
in that the presence of children born outside of a coresidential relationshp can
eventually lead to a lower hazard of marriage (e.g., Bennett, Bloom, and Miller
1995; Upchurch, Lillard, and Panis 1999). On the other hand, the evidence also
suggests that individuals have increased risk of having a child after entering into a
coresidential relationship. Overall, the linkage between marriage and childbearing
4

One might conjecture that the prohibition on contraceptive use reduces sexual activity and,
therefore, the beneÞts of being in certain types of relationships for Catholics relative to nonCatholics. But Laumann et al. (1994) Þnd that Catholics are as likely to use contraception as
non-Catholics and have sex as frequently as non-Catholics.
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has weakened over time (Akerlof, Yellen, and Katz 1995).

3. Theoretical Model
3.1. General Motivation
In this section we construct a simple model of union formation and dissolution in
the presence of uncertain match quality. The model presented in this paper is a
discrete-time extension of the model originally formulated by Jovanovic (1979).5
Some of the modelling assumptions, however, are driven by a desire to estimate
the model. Individuals are assumed to have a Þnite life and to maximize the discounted present value of utility. Single individuals (i.e., individuals not currently
in a coresidential relationship) randomly meet one potential partner at the start
of each period. If coupled with a particular partner, the resulting relationship
would provide a level of match quality to each of the participants which is assumed not to change over the course of a relationship.6 The exact match quality
associated with a particular partner is assumed not to be immediately observed.
Rather, an individual receives a noisy signal of the true quality. Upon receiving a
signal, an individual decides whether to start a relationship with that person or
to continue searching for a new partner (i.e., wait until the following period and
see what a new, randomly-drawn partner has to oﬀer). If she chooses to start a
relationship, she also must decide what form that relationship should take: nonmarital cohabitation or marriage. The value of the relationship depends upon the
signal rather than the unobserved match quality in that she derives direct utility
from the signal and that it provides information about the distribution of future
signals. The decision to form a relationship is made prior to the realization of
the true match quality and, therefore, must be based upon the expectation of the
true match quality conditional upon the initial draw.7
5

See also the presentation in Sargent (1987).
An alternative way of modeling would be to assume that the match quality stochastically
changes over the duration of the relationship. Weiss and Willis (1985, 1997) and Drewianka
(1998) model stochastic shocks to relationships in a way that is consistent with both learning
and changes in match quality over time. Neither paper, however, estimates their model.
7
In reality, of course, the two partners together typically make the decision to start and
end a relationship (Becker, 1991). However, if we follow an earlier literature (Pissarides 1983;
Dagsvik, Jovanovic, and Shepard 1985) and assume linear rent sharing rules, then it is safe to
act as if the partner that we are not modeling is passive. A linear rent sharing rule results in a
decentralized (non-cooperative) Nash bargain. Alternatively, we could just rely on the eﬃciency
6
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The model allows there to be diﬀerences in the value associated with a nonmarital cohabitation and a formal marriage conditional on match quality. First,
it is assumed that the utility ßow from a given match is diﬀerent for a cohabitation than a marriage. It may be the case, for instance, that individuals receive
an additional utility bonus to being married relative to being in a cohabitation.
When combined with other assumptions, if this bonus did not exist, everyone
would prefer to cohabit. This utility bonus can be thought of, for example, as
a gain to the division of labor within the household that may be particular to
marriage or a lower price (or greater legal protections) associated with raising
children within marriage (see Weiss 1997). Second, it is assumed that there is
a cost associated with dissolving each type of relationship, and this cost may be
diﬀerent for a marriage versus a cohabitation. This cost can be thought of as the
legal costs of obtaining a divorce or the psychic costs associated with a break-up.
The uncertainty about the quality of the match is slowly stripped away after
entering a relationship. The rate at which the partners learn about the match is
assumed to be the same whether the relationship is a marriage or a cohabitation.
After being in the relationship for one period and learning more about quality of
the match, the individual can choose to change the status of the relationship. If
married, the individual can choose to stay married or to divorce. If cohabiting,
the individual can choose to continue cohabiting, convert the relationship into a
formal marriage, or dissolve the relationship altogether. Each additional period
that the person is in a relationship, she learns more about the quality of the match
and makes a comparable set of decisions. If the agent ever chooses to become
single, she remains single for the period and then receives a new match the next
period.8 The process continues over the agent’s life.
property used in Browning et al. (1994). This would imply that, whenever there are positive
rents, they are split in a way so that both partners want to remain in the relationship. Then we
would just have to assume that the wife’s share of the rents had the distributional properties
we assume.
8
This assumes an intervening period of being single between coresidential relationships. In
fact, in the raw NLS72 cohabitation and marital histories, when moving between a Þrst and
second coresidential relationship, only 3.5% of women reported the Þrst relationship ending
and the second relationship starting in the same month and year.
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3.2. Basic Framework
3.2.1. Match Quality and Relationships
The relationship status of the agent at age t is denoted as mt = 1 iﬀ single, mt = 2
iﬀ cohabitating, and mt = 3 iﬀ married. The duration with any partner at age t
is denoted by dt . Let θ denote the unknown match quality. It is assumed that
θ ∼ N (0, σ 2θ ).9 Each period, couples draw a noisy signal of this match quality, εt ,
which is observed by the agent and aﬀects utility. It is assumed that, conditional
on θ,
εt − θ = η t
if dt = 1,
if dt > 1,
εt − θ = ρ (εt−1 − θ) + ηt
Ã
!
2
ση
ηt ∼ N 0,
for dt = 1
1 − ρ2
³

ηt ∼ iidN 0, σ 2η

´

(3.1)

for dt > 1.

The noisy signal, εt , is modeled as an AR(1) process with autocorrelation term
ρ > 0 to allow for divorces late in a relationship that can not be explained by
learning. That is, if ρ is large enough, then a bad draw of εt implies bad times
for many periods to come even if θ is known with precision and is satisfactory.
The serial correlation in εt also implies a correlation in the choices made by the
agent while learning is occurring.10 We model η t at the beginning of a relationship
(dt = 1) as having a larger variance than subsequent η t ’s so that the εt process is
time-stationary with covariance matrix

Ω=

σ 2η
1 − ρ2







1
ρ
:
ρdt −1

ρ
1
:
ρdt −2

.. ρdt −1
.. ρdt −2
:
.. 1





.


Throughout, we assume that the agent knows ρ, σ 2η , and σ 2θ .
Each period that the agent is in a relationship, she receives a new signal of the
quality of the match. Using the new signal, she updates the prediction of the true
9

There is no loss of generality in assuming that Eθ = 0 because Eθ will not be identiÞed
from the constant in a ßow equation introduced below.
10
The theoretical results in this paper can be generalized by allowing the vector of realizations
(ε1 , ε2 , ε3 , ...) to be aﬃliated as deÞned in Milgrom and Weber (1982). We impose normality
throughout, however, to simplify presentation and to implement estimation.
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match quality. Equation (3.1) implies a Bayesian
³ estimate, θ̂dt , for θ at t´ using
0
the last dt observations of the noisy signal, εdt = εt+1−dt εt+2−dt .. εt .11 It

can be shown that θ̂dt is a weighted average of Eθ(= 0) and the generalized least
and the
squares (GLS) estimator of θ̂dt where the weights are respectively σ −2
θ
12
reciprocal of the variance of the GLS estimator. This allows us to treat θ̂dt and
εt as state variables.
3.2.2. Children and Other Covariates
The model contains a number of other components that are believed to inßuence
these decisions. Let Xt be the set of exogenous variables including a constant, age,
race, and education. Each covariate in Xt is limited to exogenous characteristics
with known paths.13
An element of family structure clearly important in the formation and dissolution of relationships is children. Given the relative complexity of the model, it
is very diﬃcult (computationally expensive) to incorporate childbearing decisions
as one of the primary choices made by the agents. However, rather than treat
childbearing decisions as simply an exogenous covariate, we allow the probability that the agent conceives a child to be a function of personal characteristics.
Let ct = child-related covariates [c1t = number of children, c2t = age of youngest
child]. Let bt = 1 iﬀ a child is conceived in t.14 The probability of a child being
conceived in period t is assumed logistic, so that
pt = eπt / [1 + eπt ]

(3.2)

where π t varies with relationships; that is15
π t = γ 0 (mt ) + ct γ c (mt ) + dt γ d (mt ) + tγ t (mt ) + Xt γ x (mt ) .

(3.3)

3.2.3. Upper Bounds on State Variables
The state space for the dynamic programming problem implied by the model
above is too large without imposing some upper bounds on some of the state variables. In particular, assume that no more learning occurs after some relationship
11

Note that a relationship of length dt at age t started at age t + 1 − dt .
See Appendix A in Brien, Lillard, and Stern (2000) for details.
13
Xt includes a piecewise linear spline in age.
14
No child deaths are allowed.
15
In the empirical implementation, we allow age t, duration dt , and child characteristics ct to
aﬀect πt nonlinearly through spline functions.
12
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duration t̄d . Thus θ̂dt = θ̂dt −1 for all dt ≥ t̄d . One can think of what happens
at t̄d as either a revelation similar to the learning process in Sargent (1987),16 or
the updating equation for θ̂dt , equation (3) in Brien, Lillard and Stern (2000), is
well approximated by ignoring learning after t̄d .17 Also, duration eﬀect is allowed
after t̄d . Thus, we censor dt at t̄d , and the updating rule for dt is
dt+1 = min (dt + 1, t̄d ) 1 (mt+1 = mt ∪ (mt+1 = 3 ∩ mt = 2)) +
1 (mt+1 6= mt ∩ (mt+1 6= 3 ∪ mt 6= 2))

(3.4)

where 1 (•) is an indicator function equal to one iﬀ its argument is true.
Similarly, it is necessary to limit the range of the child characteristics. Let n̄c
be the maximum number of children and n̄ca be the maximum age of the youngest
child relevant to the value functions. The implication of these limits is not that
people can not have more than n̄c children or a youngest child older than n̄ca ;
rather it just implies that extra children beyond n̄c and the age of a child greater
than n̄ca have no marginal eﬀect on the value function. Thus, the updating rules
for ct are
(3.5)

c1t+1 = min (c1t + bt , n̄c ) ,
c2t+1 = (1 − bt ) min (c2t + 1, n̄ca ) .

The value of these assumptions is that the related state variables are truncated
at these upper bounds.
3.3. Value Function
We now characterize the utility³ associated with each of´the potential choices available to the agent. Let St = mt , mt−1 , ct−1 , dt , θ̂dt , εt be the state variables at
age t that are either endogenous or stochastic. Then the value function at age t
can be written as
Vt [St , Xt ] = ft (mt , ct−1 , dt , Xt ) + 1 (mt > 1) εt − Dmt−1 1 (mt = 1)
+βEct ,εt+1

(

max

mt+1 ∈F (mt )

16

(Vt+1 [St+1 , Xt+1 ]) | θ̂dt , εt , ct−1

)

(3.6)

A problem with this justiÞcation is that it would lead to an unusually large number of
separations at t̄d as couples discover big (negative) mistakes in their beliefs about θ.
17
In fact, given our maximum likelihood estimate of ρ (= .498), t̄d = 6 is not long enough for
the updating rule for θ̂dt to be a good approximation.
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where F (mt ) is the feasible set of choices,
ft (mt , ct−1 , dt , Xt ) = α0 (mt ) + ct−1 αc (mt ) + dt αd (mt )
+tαt (mt ) + Xt αx (mt ) + µ (mt )

(3.7)

is the deterministic utility ßow18 given St with µ (mt ) varying across mt and across
the population (to allow for unobserved heterogeneity),19 and
(3.8)

Dm = Xt δm

is a separation cost from state m (D1 = 0, D2 > 0, D3 > 0). Note that there
are no costs associated with forming a cohabitation or a marriage. Also, note
that ct−1 aﬀects ßows rather than ct ; this avoids the coherency problem described
in Heckman (1979) and Schmidt (1982). Equation (3.7) implies that children
are valued as a relationship-speciÞc investment. Note that, in equation (3.3),
birth probabilities are allowed to depend upon characteristics of the relationship
(e.g., type and duration), but they are not allowed to depend directly upon θ,
which would be necessary for treating the investments of this type as completely
endogenous.
Value functions are solved by assuming that there is some age t∗ such that no
decisions are made after t∗ and another age t∗∗ at the end of which the person
dies. This implies that
∗∗

Vt∗ [St∗ , Xt∗ ] =

t
X

s=t∗

∗

β s−t fs (mt∗ , cs−1 , ds , Xs )

+1 (mt∗ > 1) E

" t∗∗
X

β

t=t∗

t−t∗

#

εt | θ̂dt∗ , εt∗ − Dmt∗ −1 1 (mt∗ = 1)

where c1s = c1t∗ , c2s = min (c2t∗ + s − t∗ , n̄ca ), ds = min (dt∗ + s − t∗ , t̄d ), and Xs
changes in a nonstochastic, exogenous way. Then Vt [St , Xt ] can be evaluated
iteratively for all t < t∗ .
18

In the empirical work, we allow age t and duration of relationship dt to aﬀect ßow nonlinearly
through a spline function.
19
It is theoretically possible that the distribution of θ changes with age because of equilibrium
marriage market aﬀects. To some degree, we capture this by allowing ßows at t to depend upon
age at t. But we miss this equilibrium eﬀect to the degree equilibrium conditions imply that
ßows should also depend upon the age at the beginning of a relationship and to the degree it
implies that the functional form of the distribution should change with age at the beginning of
a relationship.
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4. Implications of the Model
In this section, we describe behavior of agents in the model. These characteristics
of behavior are formalized in the Appendices B, C, and D in Brien, Lillard, and
Stern (2000). First, following standard methods, it is straightforward to show that
the value functions ³and their derivatives
with respect to εt and θbt are bounded.
´
b
In particular, let Vt mt , mt−1 , θt , εt be the value function with other arguments

suppressed.

³

´

Then ∂Vt mt , mt−1 , θbt , εt /∂εt > 1 for mt > 1 because the ßow

b
increases by 1 and increases in εt result
³ in an increase
´ θt , implying better ßows
in the future. On the other hand, ∂Vt 1, mt−1 , θbt , εt /∂εt = 0 because the agent
does not receive utility from εt if single and today’s εt provides no information
about εt+1 with a new potential match.

4.1. Reservation Values
Behavior is described by a set of reservation values. Let ε∗t (mt , 1) be a reservation
value for single people such that
³

Vt mt , 1, θbt , εt
³

Vt mt , 1, θbt , εt

´
´

³

> Vt 1, 1, θbt , εt
³

< Vt 1, 1, θbt , εt
³

´
´

∀εt > ε∗t (mt , 1) ;
∀εt < ε∗t (mt , 1) .
´

³

´

Such a reservation value exists because Vt mt , 1, θbt , εt − Vt 1, 1, θbt , εt is increasing in εt at a rate bounded from below. Also, by a similar argument, there exists
a reservation wage ε∗t (1, mt−1 ) such that
³

Vt mt−1 , mt−1 , θbt , εt
³

Vt mt−1 , mt−1 , θbt , εt

´
´

³

> Vt 1, mt−1 , θbt , εt
³

< Vt 1, mt−1 , θbt , εt

´
´

∀εt > ε∗t (1, mt−1 ) ;
∀εt < ε∗t (1, mt−1 ) .

These reservation values rank coresidential states relative to being single, but they
don’t rank marriage relative to cohabitation.
It is diﬃcult to characterize behavior with any more detail without making
additional assumptions. In particular, we need to make some assumptions that
cause both cohabitation and marriage to exist. We hypothesize that people cohabit to avoid potential divorce costs especially when they are uncertain about the
quality of the match. We also hypothesize that they marry due to an additional

13

utility bonus.20 SpeciÞcally, we assume that
D3 > D2 > 0

(4.1)

ft (3, ct−1 , dt , Xt ) > ft (2, ct−1 , dt , Xt ) .

(4.2)

and
If the strong inequality in equation (4.1) does not hold, then marriage dominates
cohabitation and no one cohabits. If the strong inequality in equation (4.2) does
not hold, then cohabitation dominates marriage and no one marries. We assume
that both equations (4.1) and (4.2) hold to ensure the existence of both marriage
and cohabitation.21
Because D3 > D2 , there will be some values of εt where a married couple will
remain married but a cohabiting couple will choose to separate;
ε∗t (1, 3) < ε∗t (1, 2) .

(4.3)

This implies that
³

∂Vt 3, mt−1 , θbt , εt
∂εt

´

>

³

∂Vt 2, mt−1 , θbt , εt
∂εt

´

.

The increase in ßow as εt increases is the same for cohabitation and marriage.
But the expected future value functions are higher for marriage because of the
values of εt between ε∗t (1, 3) and ε∗t (1, 2). Thus, a reservation value ε∗∗
t (3, mt−1 )
determining whether to marry exists:
³

Vt 3, mt−1 , θbt , εt
³

Vt 3, mt−1 , θbt , εt

´
´

³

> max Vt m, mt−1 , θbt , εt
m<3

³

< max Vt m, mt−1 , θbt , εt
m<3

´
´

∀εt > ε∗∗
t (3, mt−1 ) ;
∀εt < ε∗∗
t (3, mt−1 ) .

Since ε∗∗
For some values
t (3, mt−1 ) is Þnite, some people choose to marry.
of separation costs and ßows, some people choose to cohabit because, when
ft (3, ct−1 , dt , Xt ) = ft (2, ct−1 , dt , Xt ), cohabitation dominates marriage and value
functions are continuous in ßow functions.
20

Neither of these assumptions are imposed on the utility ßow and the separation cost functions in the estimation procedure discussed below.
21
We also need to assume that D3 − D2 grow at a rate over t or dt no greater than β −1 to
rule out the possibility of divorce costs rising so rapidly that agents divorce early to avoid being
trapped later in relationships.
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4.2. Separation Probabilities
The structure of the model allows us to make statements regarding the risk of
divorce for marriages preceded by a nonmarital cohabitation and those that were
not. As noted above, previous research has found that marriages preceded by a
nonmarital cohabitation were less stable. Lillard, Brien, and Waite (1995) empirically show that this diﬀerence can be accounted for by a selection eﬀect. Consider
a relationship of length t−1−τ for which the Þrst k ≥ 0 periods were a nonmarital
cohabitation and the last t − 1 − τ − k periods were a marriage. Let Pet (k, τ ) =
Pr [mt = 1 | mτ −1 = 1, ms = 2 ∀τ + k > s ≥ τ , ms = 3 ∀t − 1 ≥ s ≥ τ + k] be
the probability of divorce for this type of relationship. The model implies that
Pet (k, τ ) increases in k. Couples who began their relationship as a cohabitation
had lower values of θb than those who moved straight into marriage. Because θb is
positively serially correlated within a relationship, those married couples who had
a period of cohabitation have lower values of θb than those married couples who
had no period of cohabitation. This is true even after considering the selection
associated with cohabiting couples into marriage. Lower values of θb imply higher
divorce probabilities. An implication of this result is that, if it were required that
all marriages were preceded by a cohabitation, then divorce rates would fall.
One’s intuition and the literature might suggest that the model has other properties concerning transition probabilities. Let the transition probability at age
t from mt to mt+1 be Pt [mt+1 | mt ] (with other possible arguments suppressed).
Equation (4.3) implies that Pt [1 | 2] > Pt [1 | 3].
One’s intuition might suggest that ∂Pt [1 | 3] /∂D3 < 0. Divorce costs reduce
the value of becoming single when married and also reduce the value of becoming
married when single. Marriage utility ßows increase the value of being married
relative to other relationship states. However, nonlinearities in future ßows and
future transition probabilities complicate the issue so that these eﬀects can not
be signed. A suﬃcient condition for these complications to not occur is that
age, duration, and children do not aﬀect utility ßows. These are very strong
restrictions.
Also, one might think that the reservation value associated with divorce ε∗t (1, 3)
is increasing in duration because the “option value” associated with learning about
a partner is diminishing in duration. This is not the case. A key result in Jovanovic (1979) is that there is a negative duration dependence associated with
exiting a job caused by unobserved heterogeneity. However, Jovanovic shows
that the negative duration dependence occurs only after some critical point in
tenure. Separation rates should decline with duration because of the unobserved
15

heterogeneity in εt and θ (see Jovanovic 1979) and because of potential positive
increases in utility ßows with duration (∂ft (3, ct−1 , dt , Xt ) /∂dt may be positive).
The second eﬀect is consistent with Becker’s notion of increasing relationshipspeciÞc capital. In general, we can not show such a result for the duration in any
particular state. This is partly due to the age, duration, and children utility ßow
eﬀects and partly due to the Þnite horizon assumption.
A special case where we can sign some of these eﬀects is if fm = ft (m, ct−1 , dt , Xt )
does not depend upon t, ct−1 , dt , or Xt . For this special case, divorce hazards
decrease with increasing divorce costs and increasing marriage ßows. If we are
willing to also assume that t∗ → ∞, then, for large enough t and dt , Pt [3 | 3, dt ] >
Pt−1 [3 | 3, dt−1 ]; this is the analog to the result in Jovanovic (1979).

5. The NLS72 Data
The parameters of the model are estimated using data from the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS72). More than 22,000
individuals were Þrst interviewed when they were high school seniors in the spring
of 1972 with follow-up interviews in 1973, 1974, 1976, 1979, and, for a limited
group, 1986. The 1986 follow-up was unique in that is was an unequal probability
sub-sample that included with certainty all individuals in the original sample who
had a marital disruption or who were single parents. NLS72 provides information
on family background, educational achievement, and a variety of other economic
and demographic details from the age the respondents left high school until they
reached their early thirties. The female participants of the 1986, or Þfth, follow-up
constitute the basic sample for the analysis of this paper.22
The NLS72 data contain detailed histories of cohabitation, marriage, and fertility, asked in the Þfth follow-up.23 This follow-up contains starting and ending
22

The sampling scheme used in the Þfth follow-up implies a choice-based sampling problem.
We deal with that, following Manski and Lerman (1979), by weighting each observation appropriately.
23
Cohabitation is deÞned in the NLS72 as living with someone of the opposite sex in a
“marriage-like” relationship for at least one month. A concern with retrospective histories
is the mis-reporting of these events. Bumpass and Sweet (1989) suggest that the NLS72 may
underreport cohabitation events in comparison to the National Survey of Families and Households. Other research suggests reasonably comparable rates between the two surveys (Lillard,
Brien, and Waite 1995). With regard to marital histories in general, Lillard and Waite (1989)
suggest that, in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, retrospective marriage histories match
contemporenous reports fairly well.
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dates for up to three coresidential relationships, either cohabitations or marriages.
The data speciÞcally identify cohabitations followed by marriage to the same partner. Using these histories, we created family formation histories for each individual. These include the dates of the beginning and ending of each cohabitation,
dates of marriage, separation, and divorce for multiple events of each type, and
dates of conception for each child. We matched these detailed retrospective family
histories for individuals to data on their educational achievement and enrollment
status, state of residence, and other background information. After excluding
observations with bad or missing data, we are left with data for 6,118 white and
black women. For the purpose of estimation, we examine the status of individuals
every 6 months from the time the respondent is age 16 until the end of the panel,
age 32.24 By the end of the panel, approximately 65% of the respondents have
had one coresidential partner (either a marriage or cohabitation), 15% have had
two, and 2% have had three or more.

6. Estimation
The set of parameters to estimate include γ (the birth equation coeﬃcients in
equation (3.3)), α (the utility ßow equation coeﬃcients in equation (3.7)), δ (the
separation cost equation coeﬃcients in equation (3.8)), ρ (the serial correlation
coeﬃcient), and σ 2θ (the variance of θ). The value of σ η is restricted to be 1.649
(= exp {.5}) because it is unidentiÞed in the same sense as all discrete choice
models having an unidentiÞed variance term. All of the α and δ parameters
and σ θ are measured relative to σ η . The Þrst step in estimation is constructing
likelihood contributions for each sample individual.25 Assume data is observed for
t = 1, 2, ..., T , let m̃ = (m1 , m2 , .., mT ) be the vector of relationship states selected
by the agent, and let b̃ = (b1 , b2 , .., bT ) be the vector of birth realizations. The
likelihood contribution for the agent is the probability of the path of observed
relationship choices and birth realizations.
Let St = (mt−1 , ct−1 , dt ) be the vector of state variables excluding mt , θ̂dt , and
26
εt
First, we need to condition on the value of the unobserved heterogeneity in
24

This aggregation implies that we will miss some transitions in and out of relationships. The
alternative to the semi-annual oberservations is to use monthly data. This, however, would be
too computational expensive for our proposed methods. We have examined the severity of this
problem, and found that the eﬀects of aggregation were pretty small.
25
We will supress a person index until it is necessary.
26
Note that duration, dt+1 , is also updated depending on mt and mt+1 .
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the ßow equations, µ = [µ (2) , µ (3)].27 Then the path probability conditional on
µ can be written as
h

³

´

³

Γ (µ) = Pr Vt mt , St , θ̂dt , εt ≥ Vt j, St , θ̂dt , εt
∀j ∈ F (mt−1 ) ; bt

∀2 ≤ t ≤ T ] .

´

(6.1)

Equation (6.1) is the
³ probability´that, for each period 2 ≤ t ≤ T , the value of the
observed choice Vt mt , St , θ̂dt , εt is at least as large as the value of all choices in
the choice set F (mt−1 ) and observing a birth outcome bt . This can be written as
³

´

³

ΠTt=3 Pr[Vt mt , St , θ̂dt , εt ≥ Vt j, St , θ̂dt , εt
∀j ∈ F (mt−1 ) ; bt | εt−1 , θ̂dt −1 ] •
h

³

´

³

´

(6.2)

´

Pr V2 m2 , S2 , θ̂2 , ε2 ≥ V2 j, S2 , θ̂2 , ε2 ∀j ∈ F (m1 ) ; b2

i

where θ̂dt is a function of εt and θ̂dt −1 as shown in Appendix A.
Each of the transition probabilities in equation (6.2) can be written as
Γt (µ) = Pr [mt = k, bt = b]
= pbt (1 − pt )1−b
h

³

1
ση

Z ∞

−∞

´



φ

h

εt − (1 − ρ) θ̂dt −1 + ρεt−1

³

´

ση

i

(6.3)

•

i

1 Vt k, St , θ̂dt , εt ≥ Vt j, St , θ̂dt , εt ∀j ∈ F (mt−1 ) dεt .
The likelihood contribution for an individual is the integral of Γ (µ) integrated
over the joint density of µ. The path probabilities are too diﬃcult to evaluate
analytically partially because they depend upon unobserved heterogeneity µ (and
therefore must be integrated over µ) and partially because the integrals in equation
(6.3) have no closed form. However, they can be simulated using a modiÞed GHK
algorithm (Geweke 1991, Hajivassiliou 1990, and Keane 1994). The complete
algorithm and other related issues are discussed in Appendix A.
27

There is also unobserved heterogeneity in µ (1) . But, since we observe only discrete choices,
we can identify only µ terms relative to a base choice. Thus, we set µ (1) = 0 and measure
µ (2) and µ (3) relative to µ (1).
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7. Estimation Results
7.1. Childbearing Decisions
Prior to estimating the full model of relationship choices, following Rust (1988),
we obtain parameter estimates for the probability that a woman conceives a child
in a particular period. As described above, because of computational costs, we
do not model childbearing decisions as part of a utility optimization problem,
but we allow the probability that the agent conceives a child to be a function
of her characteristics and relationship status. The predicted probabilities are
then used in the estimation of the relationship model. Logistic regressions were
estimated for each woman and year represented in the full panel of the NLS72
data. The outcome modeled is an indicator variable that equals one if the woman
conceived a child in the period and zero otherwise.28 Control variables include the
woman’s race (black, white), religion (Catholic, non-Catholic), years of education,
school enrollment status, region of residence (south, midwest, west, northeast),
and piecewise linear splines in age, duration of current relationship (including
years single), number of children, and the age of the youngest child.29
The results of this estimation, which are presented in Table 1, suggest a statistically signiÞcant role of many of the covariates and that their impact varies across
relationship status. For example, we Þnd that black women are much more likely
than white women to have a child either outside of a coresidential relationship or
in a nonmarital cohabitation. This is consistent with the literature documenting
the large racial diﬀerences in nonmarital childbearing (e.g., U.S. Dept. of Health
and Human Services 1995). We also Þnd that Catholics are less likely to have a
child while single and more likely to have a child while married. More education
has a negative eﬀect on the probability of having a child while single or cohabiting, and a positive but insigniÞcant eﬀect while married. Being enrolled in school
leads to a lower probability of childbearing regardless of the woman’s relationship
status. Finally, a woman’s fertility history, including both the number and age
of children, plays an important role for all three relationship statuses.
It is diﬃcult to see directly from the table how the probability of conceiving
varies with relationship type. In fact, the parameter estimates imply that, for over
99% of the observations, the probability of conceiving is higher when cohabiting or
28

The data includes only the birthdates for children who were carried to term. The conception
is dated such that it falls in the period encompassing nine months prior to the birthdate.
29
Number of children and age of youngest child are subject to the upper bounds discussed in
the theoretical model.
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married than when single, and for 92% of the sample observations, the probability
of conceiving is higher when married than when cohabiting. This is consistent
with our notions of the eﬀect of relationship type on fertility.
7.2. Relationship Choices
7.2.1. Parameter Estimates
The results for the model of relationship choices are presented in Table 2. This
table is composed of three panels. Panel A contains the estimated utility ßow
coeﬃcients. Panel B presents the estimates of the costs of separating from a
coresidential relationship. Finally, Panel C presents estimates of two auxiliary
parameters; the standard deviation of the match quality θ and the autocorrelation
term ρ. It should be noted that the estimates in all three panels are statistically
signiÞcant at the 5% level.30
First consider Panel A and the factors that aﬀect an individual’s utility ßow.
The Þrst column presents the estimates for cohabitation and the second column
is for marriage. Both sets of estimates should be interpreted as the incremental
utility ßow associated with the particular state (relative to being single) when
the associated covariate increases by one unit. For example, the cohabitation
coeﬃcient on Catholic,−0.288, means that, holding all else constant, Catholics
receive a utility ßow 0.288 units less than non-Catholics (relative to the utility
ßow received when single). In this model, utility units are measured relative to
the standard deviation of η, the innovation to utility ßows. Recall that the value
of σ η is restricted to be 1.649 (= exp {.5}). Thus, for example, the coeﬃcient on
Catholic means that a Catholic’s cohabitation utility ßow is 0.288/1.649 = .175
standard deviations of η less than a non-Catholic’s utility ßow.
The model contains a number of variables similar to those used in the childbearing equations described above. These include indicator variables for whether
the respondent is black, is Catholic, is enrolled in school, and geographic region
of residence. Years of education, the number of children, and the age of the
youngest child are included as ordered integer variables. The respondent’s age
and duration in a relationship status are measured with piecewise linear spline
variables. The age, duration, and child age variable are all measured in 6 month
time periods.
30

Frequently, t-statistics in nonlinear structural models are very large.
Pakes (1986), Rust (1987), or Berry (1992).
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See, for example,

Consistent with other literature on marriage and marriage markets, we Þnd
that black women receive less utility than white women in a coresidential relationship. The eﬀect is larger for marriage than for cohabitation. We also Þnd
that being Catholic is associated with having a lower utility in cohabitation and
marriage. It is important to note that our utility eﬀect is not due to a higher
potential divorce cost for Catholics. As will be discussed below, the Catholic prohibition on divorce is captured in Panel B.31 The pattern of the region dummy
variables imply that, relative to the other regions, individuals in the south gain
the most from being in a relationship and individuals in the west gain the least.
More education implies a lower level of utility in either relationship state. As
suggested above, this may occur because of greater employment opportunities for
more highly educated women outside of a relationship. Similarly, being enrolled
in school leads to less utility when in a coresidential relationship. This eﬀect is
slightly larger for marriage.
Finally, the utility associated with being in a relationship increases in the number of children for cohabitations and decreases for marriages. While this result
may seem somewhat counterintuitive (since individuals have a higher probability
of conceiving a child when in a marriage), there are aspects of the relationship
between childbearing and marriage that make this possible. SpeciÞcally, the
presence of children could inßuence both the transition into and out of marriage. The negative coeﬃcient for marriages, which is relatively small, is caused
by the sample hazard rate into marriage by women decreasing with the number of
children born prior to marriage, a result found elsewhere in the demographic literature. Short of endogenizing the childbearing decision, a possible improvement
in our empirical implementation might be to distinguish between children born
prior to the marriage and children born during the marriage. The negative utility
coeﬃcient may in part be due the inability of the data to identify whether the
marriage partner is the biological father of the woman’s children. Altering the
model to make this distinction is problematic, however, because it signiÞcantly
increases the size of the state space and because it is very weakly identiÞed by
the data. In particular, sample hazard rates into marriage can not help identify
the eﬀect of children born during the marriage.32 It should be further noted that
31
It is important to note that Catholic might be capturing social or ethnic diﬀerences rather
than religious diﬀerences.
32
Technically, sample hazard rates into marriage provide some information about the eﬀect of
number of children on marriage utility but only because birth rates vary by relationship types.
IdentiÞcation through this mechanism relies on functional form assumptions about how future
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the negative eﬀect for marriage is not due to the relationship between the hazard
out of marriage and the number of children. This eﬀect is captured in the divorce
costs coeﬃcients discussed below.
This analysis also begs the question of why the coeﬃcient for children is positive for cohabitation. It may be that relationships are useful in raising children
in the sense of Becker’s model of household behavior. If one marries, one gains
the beneÞt of having another adult but loses any payments (e.g. child support,
AFDC) associated with not being married. While cohabitation may aﬀect AFDC
eligibility (Moﬃtt, Reville, and Winkler 1998), the negative part of the tradeoﬀ
does not exist (or at least is not as important) for cohabiting. The results also
indicate that the utility value of children declines as the children age.
The change in the utility ßow over the course of a relationship is captured
by the duration coeﬃcients. Since the cohabitation duration eﬀects are larger
than those found for marriage, the utility ßow premium associated with marriage
dissipates as the relationship progresses. Consider a 20 year old, white, nonCatholic woman with 12 years of schooling, living in the south with no children
and not enrolled in school. At the beginning of the relationship, she has a marriage
utility ßow premium of 1.054, and, after 3 years of a relationship, she has a
marriage utility ßow premium of 0.816. The negative duration dependence in
the divorce rate exhibited in the data has two sources: the positive coeﬃcients
on duration in Table 2 and the existence of unobserved heterogeneity in values
of the match quality θ caused by variation in the unobserved component µ and
randomness in θ conditional on µ.
Panel B considers the utility costs associated with separating from a relationship. The control variables are the number of children, the age of the youngest
child, and an indicator for whether the respondent is Catholic. We Þnd higher
divorce costs for Catholics. Interestingly, they also seem to pay a higher cost of
separating from a nonmarital cohabitation. As expected, the presence of children raise the cost of separating from a relationship, and the cost is higher for
exiting a marriage than a cohabitation. Regardless of religion and child characteristics, separation costs are always higher for marriage than for cohabitation.33
This result, which was not imposed on the parameters by the estimation procedure, reßects, among other things, the legal costs of ending a formal marriage and
religious prohibitions on divorce.
utility depends on present choices; thus it is weak.
33
This is true because the number of children is censored at 4 and age of the youngest child
is censored at 2 years of age.
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Panel C provides estimates of σ θ , σ µ , and ρ. Note that σ θ is 0.59 which is
signiÞcantly smaller than σ η suggesting that there is more variance across time
within a relationship than across potential relationships. The estimate of σ µ is
even smaller, suggesting that most of the variation in match values is speciÞc to
the match and not speciÞc to the agent across matches. However, allowing for
variation in µ is important to explaining the data. The estimate of the serial
correlation term ρ is 0.498, suggesting moderate
³
´positive serial correlation in η
shocks. Given our estimate of ρ, the V ar θ | θ̂dt six periods into a relationship
is 0.28. In contrast, if we assume that there is no serial correlation (ρ = 0), we
observe a sharper decline in³ the variance,
implying faster learning; six periods
´
into a relationship, the V ar θ | θ̂dt is 0.20.
Overall, the parameter estimates have interesting implications for the eﬀect of
the size of relative utility ßows on relationship choices. Consider, for example,
the hypothetical 20 year old, white woman described above. As noted above,
for such a person, the average diﬀerential between the marriage utility ßow and
cohabitation utility ßow for starting a new relationship is 1.054. Note that
there is variation in utility ßows due to the randomness of θ and η. In fact, the
marriage utility ßow diﬀerential (1.054) is small relative to the standard deviation
of the random components. This suggests that even small marriage utility ßow
premiums (relative to cohabitation utility ßows) can generate high marriage rates
even with large diﬀerences in separation costs as long as the relationship utility
ßows associated with being in a relationship are large relative to the utility ßow
associated with being single. In such a case, a person is willing to incur the risk
associated with divorce to enjoy a modest marriage utility ßow premium because
divorce is an unlikely event.
Another implication of the estimates is that it is impossible to generate a hypothetical person whose utility ßow to cohabitation exceeds the utility ßow to
marriage at the beginning of a relationship. There was nothing in the estimation procedure that required this to happen. This result supports the theoretical
model assuming a positive premium to marriage (relative to cohabitation) as the
cause of couples marrying despite high divorce costs. As the model shows, couples still sometimes cohabit because of higher separation costs for marriage than
cohabitation and because utility ßows change over the course of the relationship.
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7.3. SpeciÞcation Tests
Using our estimates, we simulate a sample of 40,000 individuals and then compare
their behavior to that observed in the data sample. Results of this exercise are
displayed in Figures 2 and 3 and Table 3. Figure 2 displays the simulated and
data sample proportions of women in each of the three states as a function of
age. We predict all three proportions extremely precisely at all ages. Table
3 reports censored χ2 goodness-of-Þt tests for diﬀerent subsamples of our data
disaggregating by race (black and white), religion (Catholic and not), education
(12, 14, and 16 years of education), region (4 regions), and age (18, 22, 26, and 30
years old). We censor the χ21 statistics associated with each cell at the 1% right tail
to mitigate the undue inßuence of large outliers. The results of these goodness-ofÞt tests also suggest we are Þtting the data very well for transitions from marriage
but, somewhere, the model is misspeciÞed with respect to transitions from single
and cohabiting. The results are similar if we disagregate by race, religion, and
age. One should note that, in most speciÞcation tests of structural discrete choice
models, formal speciÞcation tests reject the model (see, for example, Berkovec and
Stern 1991, Keane and Wolpin 1997) or use goodness-of-Þt measures based on a
MSE criterion which is less formal and less sensitive to small denominators (see,
for example, Pakes 1986, Berry 1992).
Figure 3 compares simulated and data sample hazard rates. The hazard rates
by age for each transition are presented in the separate panels of Figure 3. Panel
A shows simulated and data sample hazard rates from single to cohabitation.
Combined with the information in Panel C, the hazard rates from cohabitation
to single, it appears that we are overpredicting transitions between cohabitation
and single in both directions and by similar amounts.
Panel B shows simulated and data sample hazard rates from single to married.
We overpredict marriage rates at ages after age 25, but, surprisingly, it does not
show up in the deviations between predicted and sample proportions in marriage
in Figure 2.
Overall, our speciÞcation tests suggest that we are Þtting the data very well,
especially in terms of proportions in each state. There are a few areas where we
overpredict transitions.
We also tested for diﬀerent forms of heteroskedasticity using Lagrange Multiplier tests similar to those described in Breusch and Pagan (1979). In particular,
we allowed ρ, σ 2θ , and σ 2µ to vary with race, religion, education, and region of
residence. Table 4 provides support for heteroskedasticity in σ 2θ but not in ρ or
σ 2µ . The size of σ 2θ increases with Black and Catholic and decreases with years
24

of education. The results for Blacks and Catholics might be a sign of assortive
mating. The pool of mates for blacks and Catholics is smaller than for whites
and non-Catholics. Whites and non-Catholics may be able to specialize their
search better, thus leading to smaller variances. This argument does not work as
well for education.
Finally, we compared (weighted) residuals across personal characteristics that
would be diﬃcult to incorporate in a formal Lagrange Multiplier test because
it would involve adding a state variable to the model thus making estimation
or testing infeasible. As a Þrst test, we aggregated residuals across states of
residence conditional on race, religion, age group, and region to check for the
existence of other state eﬀects. If we construct a quadratic form in such residuals
weighted by their inverse covariance matrix and approximate its distribution with
χ2q where q is the number of combinations of states of residence and relationship
states m for which we have residuals,34 then we reject the null hypothesis that
there are no other state eﬀects.35 However, if we regress the aggregated residuals
(based on transitions from single to marriage and from marriage to single) on
the three divorce cost variables used in Friedberg (1998),36 we Þnd no signiÞcant
estimated eﬀects of the divorce laws and overall R2 less than 0.1%. Thus, while
our results suggest that there may be other state eﬀects, they are not captured by
variation in divorce laws. This result is somewhat diﬀerent than that reported
by Friedberg (1998) who found that, after controlling for unobserved diﬀerences
across states, changes in divorce laws played a signiÞcant role in explaining the
time-series variation in divorce rates.
A second test of this “pseudo-Langrange Multiplier” type compares residuals
between those who have not Þnished their Þrst relationship and those who have.
More precisely, let
eit = 1 (∃s < s0 < t : mis > 1, mis0 = 1)
be an indicator for separation from a relationship. We want to test whether
eit is correlated with the residuals. If we construct a quadratic form in such
residuals weighted by their inverse covariance matrix and approximate its distribution with χ2q , then we reject the null hypothesis that behavior between Þrst
34

We limited our observations to those cells where there were at least four observations.
The overall χ2 statistic is 260.5 with 82 degrees of freedom.
36
The three variables are dummies for a) whether the state allowed unilateral divorce, b)
whether there is a waiting period before a divorce can occur, and c) whether settlements are
no-fault. See Friedberg (1998) for a complete description of these variables.
35
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and subsequent relationships is the same.37 However, the diﬀerence in average
residuals is small: for transitions originating from being single, the diﬀerence in
average residuals for eit = 1 and eit = 0 for transitions into marriage is 0.018;
for transitions originating from being married, the diﬀerence in average residuals
for eit = 1 and eit = 0 for transitions into single is 0.011. Thus, our results
suggest there is little to be gained by adding a state variable for the existence of
prior relationships. In the prior literature, however, a number of researchers have
found important diﬀerences between Þrst and subsequent relationships. Bumpass
and Sweet (1989), for example, report higher rates of cohabitation for those who
had experienced a prior relationship. Upchurch, Lillard and Panis (1999) use a
hazard framework to examine the determinants of the waiting time to marriage
and marital dissolution and Þnd that, when not accounting for unobserved diﬀerences across individuals, prior marriages signiÞcantly increases the hazard of both
events. When estimating the processes jointly, including a fertility decision, they
Þnd this result disappears and, in the case of the waiting time to marriage, prior
marriages signiÞcantly decrease the hazard of marriage.
7.4. Comparative Dynamics
In this section, we conduct a number of experiments to evaluate potential family
policies. The Þrst experiment is a lowering of the divorce cost. This type of
experiment could help evaluate the changes in family structure that may have
occurred during the 1970’s and 1980’s when there was a substantial relaxation
in divorce laws (Friedberg 1998) and signiÞcant changes in the marriage penalty
associated with the U.S. tax code (Whittington and Alm 1997). Mechanically,
this exercise is accomplished by decreasing the parameter estimate on the constant
term in the divorce cost equation by 0.1. To help gauge in monetary terms a
parameter change of this size, we rely on two papers that relate marital status
transitions to variables denoted in dollars. Whittington and Alm (1997) Þnd that
the eﬀect of a $1000 increase in the marriage penalty on the annual divorce rate
is 0.004 (Table 2, p 399) for the average person. This translates into an eﬀect of
0.105 utils where a util is the unit of measure in our model.38 In a related paper,
Alm and Whittington (1999) Þnd that the eﬀect of a $1000 increase in the marriage
penalty on the annual marriage rate is -0.002 (Table 3) for the average person.
This translates into an eﬀect of 0.027 utils. Note that our model and most other
37
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The χ2 statistic is 525.7 with 172 degrees of freedom.
See Appendix B for an explanation of this transformation.
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economic models of marriage and divorce suggest that these two numbers should
be the same magnitude. Thus, for our analysis, we take a geometric average of
these and assume $1000 is worth 0.05 utils; our experiment corresponds to a $2000
decrease in divorce costs. We should be clear about how we are combining the
Alm and Whittington results with the parameter estimates in our paper. Alm
and Whittington is really providing the overall magnitude of the eﬀect. Our
contribution is to translate that eﬀect into this model so that the speciÞc policy
question they addressed can be compared to other policy questions of relevance
that they could not have analyzed given their empirical approach. In eﬀect, we
are using the Alm and Whittington results to calibrate one parameter that is
unidentiÞed given our data and then performing policy analysis conditional on
the calibrated parameter.
There are two ways of analyzing the eﬀects of this experiment: evaluating
changes in proportions of the population in each state conditional on age or evaluating hazard rates conditional on age. The proportions of people in each state
in the base case are shown in Figure 2. Decreasing divorce costs cause essentially
no change in the proportion choosing to be single at any age. Consistent with
one’s expectations, the experiment results in a decrease in the proportion of individuals choosing to reside in a nonmarital cohabitation and a slight increase in
the proportion of the sample that chooses to be married. Overall, the impact of
this policy change appears to be in the anticipated direction but fairly small in
size. The corresponding hazard rates are presented in the Þve panels of Figure
4. For example, the top left panel (Panel A) depicts the hazard out of singlehood
into cohabitation. There are separate lines for each policy scenario (base vs.
decreased divorce cost). The results for leaving the single state (Panels A and
B) reveal a slightly higher hazard into marriage and a slightly lower hazard into
cohabitation when there is a decrease in the divorce cost. The middle two panels
show the hazard out of cohabitation in which we see a slight increase in the hazard
for those terminating the relationship (exiting into single). The bottom panel
shows the expected, but very small, increase in the hazard of divorce. The small
eﬀects from this policy simulation are consistent with the lack of statistical signiÞcance of Friedberg’s divorce law variables in explaining our residuals reported
above. This consistency is especially important and adds credence to the results
because, while the magnitude of the policy eﬀect reported here depends upon
the estimates in Alm and Whittington’s work, the speciÞcation test results using
Friedberg’s data does not.
The second experiment we consider is one in which there is an increase in the
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incentives to marry. This might include a decrease in the “marriage penalty” or,
more simply, some sort of marriage credit. We operationalize this experiment by
increasing the constant term in the marriage equation by 0.1; this is again equivalent to a credit of $2000 each six months. In this experiment, more people choose
to marry, and fewer people choose to cohabit. Figure 5 shows the corresponding
hazard rates that are relevant for each of the relationship states. The top two
panels show, for single individuals, increases at all ages in the hazard of marriage
and decreases in the hazard of cohabitation. Interestingly, and perhaps counter
to one’s expectations, the middle two panels show most clearly an increase in the
hazard out of cohabitation into singlehood. This may be, in part, due to the relatively small number of individuals predicted to be cohabiting under this policy
scenario. Finally, the bottom panel provides fairly mixed results on the hazard of
divorce for this experiment.
The Þnal experiment relates to the value of having children. This experiment
increases the utility associated with having a child by 0.05 regardless of their
relationship status. Such an increase could occur by increasing the exemption on
children in the tax code by $1000 each six months. The results for this policy
experiment are remarkably similar to the marriage credit experiment described
above. Like we had observed in the marriage credit, the child credit results in a
large movement out of cohabitation and into marriage. One possible explanation
for the similarity between the experiments may lie in how we treat the childbearing
process in the model. Based on the estimates presented in Table 1, women have a
signiÞcantly higher probability of having a child when married. The presence of
the child credit may induce individuals to choose marriage and the accompanying
higher probability of having a child.39

8. Conclusion
The theoretical model presented in this paper oﬀers a coherent structure in which
to analyze relationship choices. It provides, among other things, an explanation
for why individuals choose to live together outside of a formal marriage, why
these types of relationships are shorter-lived, and why many nonmarital cohabiting relationships are converted into marriages. While the information-gathering
framework undoubtedly only captures part of the reasons individuals choose to
form and dissolve relationships, the model appears to satisfactorily replicate many
39

We also performed an experiment limiting the utility increase for children to married couples
and found no signiÞcant diﬀerence in behavior.
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of the stylized facts surrounding cohabitation and marriage decisions. The model
also helps us to interpret other empirical Þndings such as that marriages beginning
as cohabitations are less stable than those that do not. The structural parameters
of the model were estimated and have allowed us to further gauge the suitability
of the framework and to conduct a variety of experiments.
This work suggests a number of avenues for future research. One obvious
shortcoming of the present framework is the manner in which childbearing is not
treated as a fully endogenous decision. As discussed above, the various behaviors
were modeled in this way primarily because of the computation costs associated
with expanding the state space in an already complex model. The decision to have
a child, however, is clearly intertwined with cohabitation and marriage decisions
(Brien, Lillard, and Waite 1999) and advances in the numerical methods used to
solve and estimate dynamic models are needed to make this problem tractable.
Another issue is the role of unobservables. One might consider a somewhat diﬀerent model, not relying on information gathering, where the quality of the match,
θ, changes over time. It is worthwhile to derive the implications of such a model
and to determine if it is identiÞed from the model we have presented here.

A. Appendix: Estimation Issues
A.1. Simulation of Path Probabilities
The path probability deÞned in equation (6.3) can be simulated. The simulation
algorithm is:
a) Compute Pr [m2 , b2 ] using equation (6.3);
b) Draw ε2 | m2 ;
c) Compute θ̂2 as function of ε2 ;
d) Set t = 2 and Γ = Pr [m2 , b2 ];
e) Set t = t + 1;h
i
f) Compute Pr mt , bt | εt−1 , θ̂dt −1 ;
h

i

g) Set Γ ← Γ ∗ Pr mt , bt | εt−1 , θ̂dt −1 ;
h) Stop if t = T ;
i) Draw εt | mt , εt−1 , θ̂dt −1 ;
j) Compute θ̂dt as a function of εt and θ̂dt −1 ;
k) Go to (e).
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A.2. Adjustment for Rare Events
Evaluating equation (6.3) can be done in two parts, pbt (1 − pt )1−b and everything
else. The Þrst part is straightforward. The second is very complicated; see
Appendix E in Brien, Lillard, and Stern (2000) for details. Unfortunately, because
of the ordered nature of the relationship choices, most (if not all) values of the
parameter vector have the property that there are at least two observations, i and
j, where observation i includes a period of cohabitation with zero probability of
occurring and j includes a period of marriage with zero probability of occurring.
The two conditions together suggest that it would be diﬃcult to Þnd a parameter
vector where the likelihood function was positive. One way to Þx this problem is to
replace zero probability events by small probabilities with informative derivatives.
In particular, replace Pr [mt = k, bt = b] in equation (6.3) with
pbt (1 − pt )1−b [(1 − κ) Γt + κQt ]
where
Γt =

1
ση
h

Z ∞

−∞

³



φ

h

εt − (1 − ρ) θ̂dt −1 + ρεt−1
´

ση
³

´

(A.1)

i

•

(A.2)
i

1 Vt k, St , θ̂dt , εt ≥ Vt j, St , θ̂dt , εt ∀j ∈ F (mt−1 ) dεt ,
Qt is a probability function such that 0 < Qt , and κ is a small number. Note
that if κ = 0, equation (A.1) reduces to equation (6.3). Thus, equation (A.1)
can be thought of as an approximation to equation (6.3) that avoids the problems
associated with equation (6.3) equalling zero. A similar idea is used in McFadden
(1989). In particular, Qt should be chosen so that 0 < Qt and so that the partial
derivative of Qt with respect to the parameter vector is informative about the
direction one should change the parameter vector to increase Γt . A multinomial
logit-type probability can be chosen to satisfy these conditions. In particular, let
Qt =

1
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³

for an observation where choice j is chosen at age t. Note that ∂Qt /∂Vt j, Stbt ∗ , θ̂dt , εt
³

´

> 0 and ∂Qt /∂Vt k, St , θ̂dt , εt < 0 for all k ∈ F (mt−1 ) 6= j as desired. If κ is
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´

Þxed at a very small number, then it can be argued that a) this is just a small
deviation from the model or alternatively b) there really is a small extreme value
error in the model but that its size is so small that it has no appreciable eﬀect on
value functions.40
Let Λ = (γ, α, δ, ρ, σ 2θ ) be the parameter vector. Then the maximum simuP
lated likelihood (MSL) estimator of Λ maximizes i log Γi where Γi is the path
probability for sample person i deÞned in equation (6.1).
A.3. Numerical Methods for Evaluating the Likelihood Function
In our application, it is too computationally expensive to evaluate the value function for all 6,118 observations, especially with the need to simulate. Some papers
in the literature (e.g. Pakes 1986, Stern 1989, Eckstein and Wolpin 1995) attempt to limit the number of times that value functions need to be evaluated
by limiting their analysis to homogeneous samples. This is done either by restricting the sample or making severe assumptions about what variables matter.
We achieve similar results without relying on these methods. Rather, we create
N representative people with diﬀerent values of X. In our case, X includes
race (2 values), religion (2 values), and region (4 values), and we discretize continuous variables µ (2), µ (3), and education with 3 values each; thus there are
N = 2 · 2 · 4 · 3 · 3 · 3 = 432 representative people. We compute the value functions
only for these representative agents and “conditional” path probabilities for each
sample person i using the value functions for each representative person j “close”
to i. Then we use weighted averages of the conditional path probabilities to compute path probabilities for each sample person where the weights are inversely
proportional to the distance between the sample person and the representative
person.
In particular, let ω ij be the weight associated with representative person j
P
and sample person i where weights are normed so that j ω ij = 1. Let X c be
the continuous elements of X over which we need to interpolate. Let X d be the
discrete elements of X where, since all relevant values are used to stratify
³ the data
´
(e.g., race, religion, region), there is no need to interpolate. Let X̃ = X̃ c , X̃ d be
³

´

the values of X = X c , X d corresponding to representative people. In our case,
e (2)1 be the
the continuous variables X c are µ and education, denoted Xe . Let µ
e (2)2 be the smallest
largest “representative” value of µ (2) less than µ (2)i and µ
40

Once the extreme value error is added, the GHK algorithm above needs to be modiÞed. See
Brien, Lillard, and Stern (1998).
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“representative” value of µ (2) greater than µ (2)i , deÞne similar terms for µ (3)i ,
f and X
f analogously for education. Then the weighting function
and deÞne X
e1
e2
(before norming) is given by
ω ij =

3
Y

m=2

¯

¯2

³

¯
f 0 ¯¯ 1 X d = X̃ d
e (m)k |2 ¯Xei − X
|µ (m)i − µ
ek

´

(A.4)

e (m)k = µ
e (m)1 if representative person j has µ (m) = µ
e (2)2 and µ
e (m)k =
where µ
f
e (2)2 if representative person j has µ (m) = µ
e (m)1 ; Xek0 is deÞned analogously
µ
for the two adjacent representative values of education.41
f 0 ). Consider
The weighting scheme is illustrated in Figure 6 (assuming Xei −X
ek
an observation denoted point A. Let the adjacent vertices for the continuous
stratifying variables be denoted by I, II, III, and IV , and let the distances
between A and each of the continuous stratifying variables be denoted by z1
through z4 . Then the weight for this observation and the representative person
corresponding to point I is
h

i

ω iI = z32 z22 / z32 z22 + z12 z42 .
An alternative to using the weighting scheme described above is to treat µ and
education as discrete variables. There is a large literature advocating the use of
multi-point discrete distributions for unobserved heterogeneity (see, for example,
Mroz 1999). However, there are a number of reasons that treating µ and education
as continuous variables is better in this case. First, in the data, education takes on
more values than we would like to allow for among representative people. Second,
we would have to limit ourselves to distributions with very few mass points (3 or
less) to avoid increased computation costs. Third, our own experience suggests
that estimating multi-point discrete distributions for unobserved heterogeneity
does not behave as well as estimating smoother distributions in derivative based
optimization routines. Given the cost of estimation, it is imperative to Þnd a
speciÞcation that performs well. Finally, we feel it is worth demonstrating the
value of this approach so other researchers can use it when they have continuous
state variables.
41

The same weighting function is used for interpolating value functions. The weighted average
is continuous at interpolation points, and ∂ω/∂x exists for any x but is zero at interpolation
points. Also, if a sample person has the exact characteristics of a representative person, then
only that representative person will receive positive weight.
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The path probability for sample person i can be simulated using the modiÞed
GHK algorithm described above conditional on the value functions for representative person j. Thus the path probability for sample person i depends on representative person j through j’s value functions, and it depends on sample person
i through i’s observed choices and birth realizations. The evaluation of the likelihood function uses the following algorithm (Representative Agent Algorithm):
1) Initialize Γi = 0 for all sample people i.
2) For each representative person j,
a) evaluate the value function,
b) for each sample person i such that ωij > 0, simulate Γij , the path probability
for sample person i conditional on representative person j’s value function, and
increment Γi by ω ij Γij .
This algorithm increases computation speed by an order of magnitude because
the value functions, which are very expensive to evaluate, need to be evaluated
only 432 times for each guess of the parameters. If all of the stratifying variables
used to deÞne representative people were discrete, then this approach would be
exact. However, since at least µ and, arguably, education are continuous variables,
one must think of this method as an approximation. If one allows the distance
with respect to continuous stratifying variables between representative people to
approach zero asymptotically (at a slow rate), then approximation bias disappears
asymptotically.42
In the process of evaluating (actually approximating) the value function for a
representative person, we also interpolate, using a method similar to Stinebrickner
(1996). This approach can be compared with the interpolation methods of Keane
and Wolpin (1994). Stinebrickner (1996) is a local regression approximation while
Keane and Wolpin (1994) is global regression approximation. The diﬀerence
between our method and Stinebrickner’s is that our weighting function is diﬀerent.
But we also use interpolation in the Representative Agent Algorithm above which
is not the case for either Keane and Wolpin (1994) or Stinebrickner (1996).
42

Stephen Donald suggested that we could use this algorithm more eﬃciently by aggregating
continuous (and possibly all) exogenous covariates into a single linear index. We could use a
relatively Þne mesh size and still reduce the number of representative people while increasing
the number of covariates we can use as controls. Our only concerns about his suggestion is that,
in this problem, one would need two linear indices to capture the eﬀect of covariates on ßows
and birth probabilities and that the mesh design would depend upon the estimated coeﬃcients
in the ßow and birth probability equations. Nevertheless, we think this is an excellent area for
future investigation.
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A.4. Frequency of Rare Events
Given our estimates, it is worthwhile exploring the frequency of such rare events.
There are at least three ways to deÞne a rare event. We can focus on a particular
choice made in one period and condition on a speciÞc value of µ and a particular
representative person (as described above). Then a rare event occurs when it
is necessary to use the correction described in equation (A.3) in order to have a
positive transition probability Γjt (µ) deÞned in equation (6.3) where j indexes
the representative person used to evaluate Γjt (µ). The Þrst panel of Table 5
shows that, at the maximum likelihood estimates, this occurs rarely for single and
married periods and relatively frequently for cohabiting periods. However, the
results in the Þrst panel seriously overstate the frequency of rare events because
the reported rare events are conditioned on values of µ and representative people
that do not necessarily correspond to the relevant sample person. SpeciÞcally,
while particular values of µ for a particular sample person may generate a rare
event, there may be other values of µ for that same person that do not generate
a rare event. Thus, as an alternative, we might want to know the frequency of
rare single period events once we integrate over µ and representative people,
X
j

ωj

Z

Γjt (µ) dµ

where ω j is the weight associated with representative person j deÞned in equation
(A.4). The second panel of Table 5 shows that this almost never occurs for single
and married periods and only 0.54% of the time for cohabiting periods. Thus,
rare events in the data deÞned this way (i.e., integrated over µ and representative
people) are quite rare. Finally, one might want to look at the frequency of “rare
paths,”
Z
X
ωj Γj (µ) dµ
j

where Γj (µ) is deÞned in equation (6.1). A rare path would be a path which
includes a rare event for each value of µ and representative people so that, even
after integration, the probability of the path with the adjustment described in
equation (A.3) still would be zero. The third panel of Table 5 shows that this
occurs for only 1.16% of the sample paths in the data.
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B. Appendix: Transforming Whittington and Alm Estimates into Utils
This appendix shows how to calibrate our utils into dollars using the estimates
from Whittington and Alm (1997) and Alm and Whittington (1999) on the eﬀects
of the marriage penalty on divorce and marriage rates, respectively. Whittington
and Alm (1997) have a standard logit equation which we represent as
y ∗ = Xβ + u

(B.1)

where u is logistically distributed.
They report in their Table 2 results in
terms
of partial
derivatives of probabilities with respect to explanatory variables,
³
´
b where P is the mean of the dependent variable. The eﬀect of a $1000
P 1 − P β,
increase in the marriage penalty on the probability of divorce is 0.004. Given
that P = 0.04, this implies a logit coeﬃcient of βb = .104. Whittington and Alm’s
(1997) time unit is a year, while ours is a half-year. So, assuming equation (B.1)
applies to half-year data, deÞne the probability of divorce in two half-years as
"

exp {Xβ}
1 − (1 − Pd ) =
1 + exp {Xβ}
2

#2

.

Then, generalizing the approximation in Amemiya (1981),
h

∂X

·

³

∂ 1 − (1 − Pd )2

i

= 2 (1 − Pd )2 Pd β,

which implies

h

βb = 2P d 1 − P d
2

i

´2 ¸−1

h

∂ 1 − (1 − Pd )2
∂X

i

where ∂ 1 − (1 − Pd ) /∂X is Whittington and Alm’s reported estimate of 0.004.
³

Also, since 1 − 1 − P d

´2

= 0.04, P d = 0.02. Thus,
h

βb = 2 (.02) (.98)2

i−1

(.004) = 0.1052.

b
Note that changing the time unit has very little eﬀect on β.
Using the same approach to Alm and Whittington (1999) where P = 0.08, we
Þnd
h
i−1
βb = 2 (.04) (.96)2
(−.002) = −0.027.
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D. Tables
Table 1: Logistic Fertility Estimates
Variable
Single
Cohabitation
1.587**
0.908**
Black
(0.079)
(0.194)
-0.223**
-0.090
Catholic
(0.095)
(0.191)
0.162
0.003
South
(0.103)
(0.217)
0.264**
0.083
Midwest
(0.105)
(0.224)
0.133
-0.000
West
(0.128)
(0.238)
-0.379**
-0.238**
Years of Education
(0.028)
(0.048)
-0.686**
-0.538
Enrolled in School
(0.141)
(0.416)
0.124**
-0.048
Age < 20
(0.031)
(0.150)
-0.135**
-0.134**
20 ≤ Age < 23
(0.020)
(0.048)
-0.034**
0.026*
Age ≥ 23
(0.010)
(0.016)
0.085**
-0.260**
Duration < 1.5 years
(0.098)
(0.106)
0.311**
0.108
1.5 ≤ Duration< 2.5 years
(0.085)
(0.156)
-0.566**
-0.018
Duration ≥ 2.5 years
(0.123)
(0.290)
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Married
0.081
(0.052)
0.065**
(0.034)
-0.112**
(0.041)
0.068*
(0.041)
0.098**
(0.049)
0.006
(0.008)
-0.852**
(0.096)
-0.296**
(0.033)
-0.023**
(0.011)
-0.015**
(0.003)
0.014
(0.032)
0.038
(0.034)
-0.040
(0.052)

Table 1: Logistic Fertility Estimates (Continued)
Single
Cohabitation
-1.640**
-0.893**
Number of Children = 0
(0.254)
(0.423)
-0.055
-0.101
1 ≤ Number of Children < 2
(0.174)
(0.305)
0.106
0.089
Number of Children ≥ 2
(0.309)
(0.609)
0.648**
0.319**
Youngest Child < 1.5 years
(0.099)
(0.161)
-0.062
-0.255
1.5 years ≤ Youngest Child < 2.5 years
(0.138)
(0.344)
-0.262
0.473
Youngest Child ≥ 2.5 years
(0.226)
(0.594)
-0.659*
1.201
Constant
(0.385)
(1.335)
Variable

Married
-1.871**
(0.072)
-0.987**
(0.049)
-0.300**
(0.088)
0.845**
(0.028)
0.016
(0.034)
-0.517**
(0.062)
0.508*
(0.279)

Notes:
1. Standard errors are in parentheses. Double-starred items are signiÞcant at
the 5% level.
2. Age, duration, and child characteristic eﬀects are piece-wise linear eﬀects.
3. Age, duration, and child age are measured in 6 month time periods.
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Table 2: Estimates of Structural Parameters
Variable
Cohabitation
Married
A. Eﬀect on Utility Flows
-0.408**
0.787**
Constant
(0.007)
(0.007)
-0.741**
-0.673**
Black
(0.010)
(0.008)
-0.288**
-0.266**
Catholic
(0.007)
(0.008)
-0.155**
-0.100**
Years of Education
(0.001)
(0.001)
-2.085**
-1.972**
Enrolled in School
(0.006)
(0.006)
-0.138**
-0.139**
South
(0.008)
(0.006)
-0.148**
-0.125**
Midwest
(0.010)
(0.008)
-0.433**
-0.329**
West
(0.010)
(0.008)
0.271**
0.171**
Age ≤ 20
(0.002)
(0.002)
-0.073**
-0.063**
20 < Age ≤ 23
(0.002)
(0.002)
0.029**
0.014**
Age > 23
(0.001)
(0.000)
0.053**
0.036**
Duration < 2 years
(0.003)
(0.003)
0.101**
0.016**
Duration ≥ 2 years
(0.004)
(0.003)
0.027**
-0.010**
Number of Children
(0.003)
(0.002)
-0.101**
-0.139**
Age of Youngest Child
(0.002)
(0.002)
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Table 2: Estimates of Structural Parameters (Continued)
Variable
Cohabitation
Married
B. Eﬀect on Separation Costs
2.664**
6.728**
Constant
(0.026)
(0.039)
0.795**
1.200**
Number of Children
(0.014)
(0.030)
0.023**
0.012**
Age of Youngest Child
(0.005)
(0.003)
1.276**
1.861**
Catholic
(0.025)
(0.055)
C. Auxillary Parameters
0.590**
(0.003)
0.065**
(0.001)
0.498**
(0.000)

σθ
σµ
ρ

Notes:
1. Standard errors are in parentheses. Double-starred items are signiÞcant at
the 5% level.
2. Age, duration, and child age are measured in 6 month time periods.
3. Age eﬀects are piece-wise linear eﬀects.
4. Utility ßow units are measured relative to the standard deviation of η: σ η =
1.649.
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Table 3: Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Statistics
for Simulated Minus Sample Proportions
Group
DF Censored χ2 Normal
Single
514
1443.2
31.61
Cohabiting 160
805.2
39.08
Married
206
220.7
1.02
Notes:
1. Each cell is disaggregated by race (black or white), religion (Catholic or
not), education (12, 14, or 16), region (4 regions), and age (16-20,20-24,
24-28, or 28-32).
2. Censored χ21 statistics are censored at the 1% tail (6.63).
√
3. Normal statistics standardize the censored χ2 statistics using N = (χ2 − 0.978df) / 1.722df .
The relevant general formula is
³

Eχ21c = F3 (c) + c [1 − F1 (c)] ;

E χ21c

´2

= 3F5 (c) + c2 [1 − F1 (c)]

where χ21c is a chi-square random variable with one degree of freedom censored at c and Fdf (c) is the chi-square distribution function with df degrees
of freedom evaluated at c.
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Table 4:
Heteroskedasticity Tests
Variance
Normalized
Parameter
χ2 -statistic
σθ
5.73
σµ
-1.20
ρ
1.27
Overall
3.35
Notes:
1. The χ2 -statistics have 4 degrees of freedom before normalizing, and, under
H0 : No heteroskedasticity, the normalized statistics are distributed standard
normal. The overall statistic has 12 degrees of freedom before normalizing.
2. We test for heteroskedasticity with respect to Black, Catholic, Education,
and Region.
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Table 5: Analysis of Rare Events
Single Cohabiting
Married
A. Single Period Conditional on µ and a Representative Person
Number of Observations
874,321
40,083
565,069
Frequency of Rare Events 0.07%
10.91%
0.15%
B. Single Period Integrated Over µ and Representative People
Number of Observations
106,819
6,108
73,991
Frequency of Rare Events 0.005%
0.540%
0.024%
C. Lifetime Paths Integrated Over µ and Representative People
Number of Observations
6,118
Frequency of Rare Events
1.16%
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E. Figures
Figure 1: Stylized Facts

A: Survivor Function for First Cohabitation and Marriage
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